Lipoplexes and tumours. A review.
The need for genotherapy to refocus its attention on to laboratory evaluation of better methods rather than proceeding to the clinic with semi-apt tools for genetic transfer has been highlighted in clinical study reports documented to date. Quintessential for tumour genotherapy is the ability to target abnormal cells, hence reducing exposure of normal cells to genetic material whilst maximizing gene dosage to tumour cells. This becomes increasingly important as genotherapy establishes itself in the clinic alongside the older modes of treatment. This review has discussed the applicability of lipoplexes for genotherapy of solid tumours. Lipoplexes have been used extensively for gene transfer into cells, such as cancerous cells, deficient for a certain gene product. While cationic liposomes have many advantages over other forms of delivery mechanisms, several problems hinder their use in-vivo. A closer examination of the physical limitations of current lipoplex preparations, the development and testing of novel formulations, combined with more attention to the cellular processes of cell membrane breaching and nuclear entry, may enhance gene delivery. Essential for tumour genotherapy is the ability to target these lipoplexes into tumour sites whilst reducing gene dosage to other normal tissues. Development of a better lipofection agent may indeed require a collaboration of the fields of physiology, cell biology, molecular biology, biochemistry, chemistry and membrane physics.